In the world of P Systems many different parallel simulators have been developed, both software and hardware based. There are software implementations with parallel computing technologies such as MPI and Hadoop as well as hardware implementations on FPGA and GPGPU. In parallel, significant theory has been developed in the world of testing P Systems based on execution paths. These testing algorithms require significant computational power to develop the oracles, a task well suited to the developed simulators. This paper will look at the different technologies used to develop simulators (and the simulators built with those technologies) and evaluate their adaptability for use in developing testing oracles, required for the already developed testing theory.
1. Introduction. Membrane computing, a field of study initiated by Gheorge Paun in [5] [12] , has developed a computational model called P Systems which can very naturally model natural phenomena. As such, significant effort has been expended into developing simulators for P Systems as to allow for complex evaluation of these P Systems. Unfortunately given the inherent complexity of natural systems, complexity which P Systems share, simulators require significant computational effort in execution. To overcome these issues significant research has been done in leveraging parallel computing in the development of simulators. This includes attempts to use clustered computing as per the use of MPI (Message Passing Interface), as well as hardware attempts using GPGPU (General-Purpose Graphical Processing Units) and FPGA (Field Programmable gate arrays). As with any computer related system, testing is a must and significant testing theory has been developed as well. The P System community has developed several different ways of approaching testing theory at its core: the simple rule coverage and context dependent rule coverage testing. Possibly unsurprising, the attempts at scaling testing theory to non trivial P Systems have been limited by the ability to simulate these P Systems. A article was recently published which used Hadoop as the simulation engine for P Systems [6] . Unique in the approach was the explicit trailering of the simulator output for developing testing oracles; fundamentally this was an attempt at finding an intersection point between these two research fields. Based on that article we will now attempt to do a survey of other parallel simulator environments and the ways in which whey would be suitable / modifiable for use in P System testing.
For the purpose of P System testing there are two features a simulator must have above and beyond typical functionality as to be useful and those are the ability to do scoring and the ability of backtracking. Scoring is the ability to check off the discovered test sequences which were discovered throughout the simulation and backtracking is the ability to list all evolutions of the system from current state to initial state (basically defining a test oracle). Doing context dependent rule coverage also requires historical comparison, as to enable discovery of rule applications in sequential steps in the evolution of the P System. This three features, though banal in a non distributed environment, become quite difficult to achieve when using parallel system, as the parallelism can be interrupted by these requirements. We will bulk the different types of simulators into two groups (software and hardware) and example how these need to be modified as to enable scoring, backtracking, and historical comparison.
This paper does a survey of architectures of existing P System parallel simulators, and examines methodologies for using these simulators in P System testing. At the end of the article we look at the potential performance of such test systems.
This paper is structured as following: First we formally introduce P Systems, and offer an example of what a P System looks like. Next we do an architectural description of Software and Hardware based simulators, and explain currently developed testing theory. We then look at the architecture of augmented software and hardware simulators useful for P System testing. We examine what the interface between the P System testing tools and simulators would look like, and at the end give some perspective on scaling and performance possibilities.
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Preliminaries.
2.1. P System. A (cell like) P system is a computational model inspired by the chemical reactions across cell membranes. Throughout the years many different types of P System have been developed with different types of membranes, varying rules structures and others. For our discussion the classical cell like P System with static structure will be used, though the theory presented could be extended to any other type of P System. The formal definition for a P System with which we will be working is:
where • V is the alphabet (a finite and nonempty) set of objects • µ is the membrane structure, a hierarchical arrangement of compartments named membranes identified by integers 1 to n. As notation, in this document the beginning and end of a compartment is denoted with a "[" and a "]" respectively. The compartment identifier is placed directly after the end "]" marked with a single quote. • W i where 1 ≤ i ≤ n are strings over V, describing the multisets of objects initially placed in the i regions (compartment) of µ. • R i 0 ≤ i ≤ n is a finite set of evolution rules for each region i where evolution rule r is of the form
where u and a i is a nonempty multiset over V, and t i is an element from µ. t i is limited to the current membrane, the region immediately outside the current membrane or any of the membranes immediately inside the current membrane. The simulation of a P System begins with each membrane containing a multiset of objects described by the W i variable in the definition. Next a set of rules is chosen to be applied in each compartment (membrane) of the P System. This set of rules does not have to be unique as P Systems may be non deterministic, but the rules must be chosen as to be maximal. Maximality requires that with a step (evolution) of the P system every single rule which can be applied (within a context) is applied. In other words given an multiset W and a set of rules R we will continue to choose rules from R to be applied until either W is ∅ or there are insufficient objects in W to apply any of the rules in R. Once the rules are chosen they are applied in a parallel way, where the resultant objects are sent to their respective membranes. The process then repeats for a respecified number of evolutions or until some stop condition is reached [5] .
To Exemplify consider we have the following P System:
)} If we were to perform simulations on the example P system we would start out with an initial configuration of [s 2 ] ′ 1 then choose the rules to apply for the first step. In our case we can choose one of three options: r 2 1 , r 2 2 or r 1 r 2 , any other combination of rules would either require objects which are not available or would not fit the maximality principle. If we choose r 2 1 our resultant multiset would be [a 2 b 2 ] ′ 1 as we would apply the first rule twice consuming the two s in the membrane and creating two times ab. We can now choose again rules to apply and the process continues until a pre-defined number of steps occur or we run out of rules we can apply. 2.2. Software Simulators. Though there is a wide variety of software based parallel P System simulators they all follow very similar architectural paradigm. This class of simulators models the distributed network of computers by the membrane structure, where each machine hosts one or more membranes of the P System. It is important to note, our running example in this paper uses a single membrane P system for simplicity of exemplification, but complex P systems (which would require such simulation architecture) usually have membranes which communicate with the different internal rules. Within these multi membrane P systems each membranes evolve independently on each machine though some coordination occurs when membrane communication is required. When particular rules of the P System require communication (the movement of one object from one membrane to another) the network connectivity between the servers is used to communicate the object movement. Some form of coordination is also used to ensure all membranes are on the same step of the evolution as to avoid inconsistent states. There are several variants on this particular theme well summarized in [2] using different programming languages C++, Java, and different approaches. There have also been attempts at increasing the effectiveness of the implementations such as [3] though the fundamental approach remained unchanged, hence our testing requirements would be identical regardless of optimizations. In Figure  2 .1 we can see a pictographic representation the distribution model of membranes across multiple machines for simulation.
Hardware Simulators.
In the world of P System Simulators there have also been several attempts at using computer hardware for example [1] (a comprehensive list can be found in [4] ), for simulating P Systems, arguably the most scalable being the use of GPGPU processing power. This approach harnesses the power of computer video cards' computational power in simulating P Systems. The computational part of video cards is used to transform three dimensional data from a video game or CAD tool, into a displayable two dimensional image. Since most artefacts (elements to be displayed on the screen) can be computed independently, the processing unit of video cards essentially becomes a massively parallel computation infrastructure as to increase performance in rendering. This parallel computation of video cards has sparked the imagination of researchers as the number of FLOPS (Floating-point Operations Per Second) of a graphic card is orders of magnitude higher than standard general purpose processing units. Due to this trend, video card manufacturers have developed API libraries and architectural changes to better enable the use of graphic cards for general purpose parallel computing hence GPGPU ( General Purpose Graphics Processing Unit).
As with the software simulators, several different approaches have been tried but they are usually variants on the same theme. The GPGPU hardware is designed to enable high number of simulations threads (usually in the hundreds) which all execute in parallel. In the P System simulators each membrane is placed in an independent thread. Depending on implementation and type of P System different approaches have been used to implement membrane communication where the final objects in each membrane are somehow encoded to the memory of the video card. Each evolution of the P System consists of another run through the video card pipeline. Though many different optimizations and executions styles exists for the purposes of this article this basic definition will suffice for our exploration. In figure 2.2 we represent photographically the distribution of membranes cross different parallel pipes with the GPGPU device.
2.4. P system Testing. A P System by its definition has different primitives compared to classical programming languages. In standard testing theory we deal with conditional statements, lines of code, looping constructs and other such artefacts. A P system does not contain any such elements, and is constructed from rules in membranes acting upon objects. As such testing theory was adjusted to deal within these artefacts when attempting to test P systems. Most of the theory developed focused on the rules application (within a membranes) as it is the driving force within a P system. Two different methods were developed in testing the rules of a P system, namely simple rules coverage, and context dependent rule coverage. Significant effort has gone into creating methodologies for generating the test oracles. Usually these use one or more of these categories: Grammar based methods, Finite state machine based methods, model checking, and derivation tree based methodologies [7] . Initially the most promising methodology was through the use of model checking software such as NuSMV [9] and SPIN [10] . The approach rewrites a P system as a Kripke structure representations, and uses a series of LTL (Linear Temporal Logic) formulas to extract test sets. This initial approach was very effective in developing test oracles but was quite limited in its ability to scale. SPIN was also used in a similar manner where the P System was implemented in Promela (the modelling language of SPIN) and much better results were achieved, though this approach was limited to the capabilities of a single machine. The combination of existing theory of X-machines testing theory and P Systems was also attempted [11] which also gave methods of formally testing P Systems. All of these approaches though very innovative, were at times limited in their ability to leverage existing high powered parallel simulators such as those mentioned in the introduction. The technique which is possibly the most adequate for leverage existing hight powered P System simulators is the computation tree mechanism. Before we look at the different testing techniques we will first example the computation tree (the framework used in developing test oracle).
Computation Tree.
In essence a computation tree is a tree with a root node as the initial configuration of the P System and each branch of the computation tree represents a possible application of rules. Each edge represents a possible rule application and the resultant configuration of the P System being the resultant node in the tree. All possible evolutions of the P System is represented as a branches from a particular node in the tree. The complete tree representing all possible configurations a P System can take, and the sum of all branches represents all possible evolutions. An example of a computation tree can be found in Figure 2 It is important to note that a computation tree can grow to be very large, a property that is determined by the degree of non determinism. The more possible paths available from a node, the higher the exponential growth of the tree in consequent levels. This non-determinism is inherent in the way P System are defined, a property that enable very natural modelling of physical systems. At the same time this explosion in the size of a derivation tree is also the motivating factor for using high performance computing (the parallel simulators) in dealing the non trivially sized P Systems. [9] consists of verifying the application of each individual rule in the P System. To have complete simple rule coverage every single rule in every membrane must be applied at least once, with the entire evolution of the P system. To develop a test oracle there are several methodologies including using formal verifiers, though for the propose of this article the most applicable method uses computation trees. Traversing the computation tree (in either a breath or depth first manner) would enable the extraction of a test oracle as the tree contains both the rule application and the resultant multisets. To offer an example we have the P System given in the preliminaries section. Simple rule coverage would require the application of all rules from r 1 to r 5 at least once, hence the following executions of the P System would offer complete simple rule coverage. The test vectors are displayed in the following format: multiset { with these rules applied }. A → is used to define the resultant configuration after applying the defined rules. viable, though may take more time to execute as both test vectors must be executed to achieve simple rule coverage. [9] is a more complete test mechanism for P Systems, as it requires the testing of all possible rules in every possible context. Usually sequential steps in the simulation of P Systems would have some rules applied in sequential steps. For example in step 1 rule 1 is applied and in step 2 rule 3 is applied. Rules (1,3) would be a context dependent rule coverage pair which would need to be tested. All possible context dependent rule coverage pair them must be traversed by a simulator to achieve complete context dependent rule coverage. Context dependent rule pairs can be calculated without simulation of the P System, directly from the membrane and rule structure, and the test oracle again can be discovered from traversing a computation tree. For a discovery perspective this type of testing is much more difficult as it requires historical context and can not be calculated on the fly as simple rule coverage can. Context dependent rule coverage requires a system by which historical data is store to compare to current state. It is the comparison to historical data which enables use to determine context and is the most difficult element to augment on P system simulators. We can again look at an example of finding context dependent rule coverage test sets for the example P system in the preliminaries. If we look at r 1 and r 2 we see there is not rule which produces the s object required to apply those rules, hence there is no context dependent rule coverage pairs stating with those rules. If we look at r 3 which requires an a object to execute we see that both r 1 and r 2 can generate this context, hence we have context dependent pairs (r 1 , r 3 ), (r 2 , r 3 ). We continue this process with the rest of the rules and discover additional rule pairs: (r 1 , r 4 ), (r 2 , r 4 ), (r 1 , r 5 ), (r 3 , r 5 ). We can do walks of the computation tree to discover the following test vector which would guarantee context dependent rule coverage testing.
Simple Rule Coverage. Simple Rule Coverage
We can see by the more complicated test set required that Context Dependent Rule Coverage is a more stringent rule coverage criteria. It is important to note that although only consecutive rows (steps) in the computation tree are required to discover context dependent rule pairs, the entire tree is required when extracting the test oracle. A test oracle is required to start from the initial configuration of the system, hence a path (in the computation tree) from the currently discovered context dependent rule pair to the root note needs to be maintained. As there is no way of determining which paths will be useful until they are explored the full computation tree mush be maintain until all test oracle are discovered.
3. Augmenting Software Simulators for Testing. When looking at software simulators we see that most, if not all implementations, do not have provisions for neither scoring nor backtracking for one very simple reason. Both scoring and backtracking require the storage of at least meta data describing the evolution process and the cost (CPU and memory) of storing the information would impede performance, hence such data is not stored. For the use of these simulators in a testing context this storage of data is no longer optional and a method needs to be found which would impact least the performance of the system. Most critical for performance is the networking, as it has already been identified and a bottleneck for this type of simulators, hence any augmentations should be designed to produce the minimum amount of network traffic.
For data storage the standard would be some type of database technology but a typical RDBMS would require all data from each server in the simulation cluster to the shipped to central database which would put significant pressure on the already overburdened network. The use of local storage where each server in the simulation cluster stores data / metadata locally would be a great solution for the networking bottleneck but queering this data in a holistic manner would then be difficult as there is no link between the individual server's data. The most suitable solution would be a hybrid approach potentially a NoSQL database.
NoSQL databases are a new breed of database technologies coming out of the Web 2.0 sphere which take advantage of distributed computing to scale in both data size and simultaneous transactions. These databases usually run in distributed mode where the storage of multiple physical servers is used simultaneously as a persistence layer. For more information please read the description in [8]. This database would be installed on every single server in the simulation cluster, which would allow for data storage operations to execute directly on the same server. At the same time when cross membranes queries are required the database can perform network based queries where all of the servers are interrogated and a holistic view is provided.
The process of using the distributed clusters for the discovery would be as followed:
1. Load the test sets which need to be discovered into the NoSQL database, ensure each local storage server has information pertinent to which will be simulated on that server. 2. Begin the simulation process on all of the servers, where a small background process scores the discovered test scenarios. 3. Stop the simulator when all off the test scenarios have been discovered on all of the servers. 4. Perform complex queries on the NoSQL database to extract the test oracles based on all of the data stored on each of the servers. Figure 3 .1 has a pictographic description of the architecture which could be used.
Augmenting
Hardware Simulators for Testing. The hardware simulators which have been developed use a slightly different paradigm for parallelism. The hardware used for these simulators is inherently parallel hence there is no need for chaining multiple devices together to achieve parallelism. The architecture of the device poses a completely different set of problems. Graphic cards are designed as high power matrix multipliers architected to rapidly compute output pixels based on incoming vectors and output these pixels to the graphics port. Video cards are not optimized for return data to the calling system and the calculation engine is not well optimized for branching or conditional instructions. This poses a significant issue when adapting the simulator for testing. There are two possible ways by which to augment the simulator for software testing.
1. Implement the testing requirements (backtracking and scoring) right on the hardware device itself 2. Move the results of the hardware simulator to the host system where they can be analysed for the required test oracles The poorly optimized branch instruction would make approach 1 significantly impede the performance of the simulators hence approach 2 would be preferred. To reduce the impact of the low bandwidth return pipe, DMA (Direct Memory Access) interface to the GPU memory can be used. This will enable the fastest possible retrieval of data from the graphical device while reducing the impact on the CPU. The graphic card memory is usually used as a ring buffer, a feature which can be exploited for the data movement. Data is written by the simulator to memory and a read pointer pulls data to the main system. The read pointer can be far behind the write pointer without impact on data consistency as long as unread data is not overwritten. This will enable a certain amount of latency in reading while still allowing the simulator to run at full speed.
Once the data is pulled to the host system (possibly into a database), the same algorithms used for the software based simulators to extract test vectors and their oracles can be used. Given that data is moved from the video card into a database, it is theoretically possible to use the database as a synchronization service for chaining multiple GPUs together and create a GPU compute cluster. This is possibly to be explored in a future article.
This type of architecture can be used not only for GPU based simulators but for any hardware based simulator though a different approach would need to be used for extracting data from the memory of the system. This extraction of data will be based on the type of hardware used and possible interface options. We can see in Figure 4 .1 a conceptual diagram of what the architecture of such a system would look like.
Interface.
When examining the different types of simulators both software and hardware, although the architectures vastly differ, they suffer from exact same drawbacks in their utility for P system testing: the lack of memory. Fundamentally but augmenting these systems with the ability to remember past events (previous steps in the simulation) all of these platforms would become idea engines for a testing apparatus. We have already shown in a previous article [6] how a NoSQL database can be used as a persistentcy technology providing the memory require for a simulator to become a testing tool. The NoSQL database greatly out scales the memory available on a video card, as well as the RAM available in test system used in a software simulators. We can also see from benchmarks [8] how a NoSQL database can provide the necessary inserts per second as to not become the bottleneck in running the simulator. Unfortunately in the previous article the NoSQL was explicitly integrated in the simulator providing a tight coupling between the two technologies and an inflexibility in using other simulators. It would be ideal to decouple the Persistence technology from the simulator as to create a generic pluggable component which can be accessed as simple generic API and store the P System computation tree for any general purpose simulator. The interface should contain the following interfaces as to enable easy hook-in for established simulators.
1. Store Configuration possibly with ID for easy identification (Configuration ID) 2. Add Edge from Configuration (Configuration ID, Edge) 3. Add Target Configuration (Source ID, edge, Target ID) 4. Get all Configurations at a level (level number) 5. Get root configuration 6. Get all child configurations (Configuration ID) 7. Get parent configuration (Configuration ID) Using these very primitive functions a execution tree can be created using any simulator which can call this interface. As well walks of the tree can be performed to compute test vectors and test oracles for simple rule coverage and context dependent rule coverage.
Preliminary Results.
To see what scaling possibilities are available with this architecture we would need to look at some testing results of an augmented P System simulator. Although a fully generic NoSQL database interface which can snap onto any simulator is still in development, we do have results of a NoSQL database attached to a Hadoop based simulator of P Systems. The tests below used a very simple P system designed to allow for maximal use of the parallel architecture of Hadoop. The test looked at how many nodes in a computation tree could be added into the database, at each level of the tree. 2  14  24s  3  196  26s  4  2 744  36s  5  38 416  48s  6  537 824  4m 13s  7 7 529 536 54m 18s
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The cluster used for these experiments was composed of 12 machines each with a simple core 2 duo processor 4 GB of RAM and single SATA hard disk, with simple 100 MB unmanaged network connecting the machines. It is also important to note the time gating factor was the simulator and not the database, but these results go give an idea of scaling possibilities. To see even large computation trees we can look at the article [6] where even larger computation tree was developed. In one experiment done for the article it was attempted to create a very large computation tree. These results used the same set-up as the previous experiments though there were 16 machines in the cluster and membrane communication was enabled. The number of nodes created in an experiment was: . The scaling results are also very high, possibly into the petabyes of data architecture.
Conclusion.
In this article we have looked at several different architectures for parallel simulators of P Systems and their possible extensibility for use in P System testing. We looked at possible extending software simulators with NoSQL databases to allow for testing oracles to be extracted. We also looked at ways to extending hardware simulators (for use in P System testing) by again putting simulator data into a database on the host system. This article has looked at possible architectural configurations. It would now be interesting to attempt implementation of these architectures to measure potential benchmarks. There currently already exists an implementation which uses Hadoop to generate a derivation tree which is stored in a NoSQL database, derivation trees which can be hundreds of millions of nodes in size. Further as part of the same project distributed architecture is used to walk the computation tree and discover the P System test oracles. Future work will now concentrate on extending the developed application to a more generic in interface, as to allow any simulator to insert into the NoSQL database and inherently build a computation tree. This will allow for explicit testing of all architectures described in this article and allow for a quantitative comparison of the different schemas. Further we will also look at possible hybrid implantations of the simulators mentioned in this article to find the most viable solution for scaling to large P System in our simulation and testing effort.
